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***

U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken was categorical; At the NATO venue in Brussels on
March 23, he stated in no uncertain terms that Nord Stream 2  was a bad idea. “Bad for
Europe, bad for the US”

Below is the substance of his statement on behalf
of President Biden: 

“President Biden has been very clear, he believes the pipeline is a bad idea, bad for
Europe, bad for the United States, ultimately it is in contradiction to the EU’s own
security goals,”

“It has the potential to undermine the interests of Ukraine, Poland and a number of
close partners and allies,”  (quoted by Reuters)

The US sponsored propaganda campaign is ongoing with a view to ultimately stalling the
Nord Stream 2 pipeline project.

The project is 95% completed. It is scheduled to be launched in September, 2021.

Is the US intent upon sabotaging this 9.3 billion dollar project?

Sanctions against the EU are ongoing. The CO2 climate discourse is being used profusely to
stall Nord Stream 2.

The Biden administration in mid-March made clear it is committed to complying with the
sanctions legislation put in place with bipartisan support in Congress, and called on
companies involved to “immediately abandon work on the pipeline”. This dampened
expectations for a deal between Germany and the U.S., which arose when the Biden
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administration did not sanction new entities involved in the project in late February.
(Clean Energy Wire)

*
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